Abstract. Two interesting questions in algebraic geometry are: (i) how can a smooth projective varieties degenerate? and (ii) given two such degenerations, when can we say that one is "more singular/degenerate" than the other? Schmid's Nilpotent Orbit Theorem yields Hodge-theoretic analogs of these questions, and the Hodge-theoretic answers in turn provide insight into the motivating algebrogeometric questions, sometimes with applications to the study of moduli. Recently the Hodge-theoretic questions have been completely answered. This is an expository survey of that work.
Introduction
Two motivating questions from algebraic geometry are: Question 1.1. How can a smooth projective variety degenerate?
More precisely, let (1.2) f : X → S be a family of polarized algebraic manifolds. That is, there is a surjective algebraic mapping f : X → S of complex projective varieties such that the generic fibre X s = f −1 (s) is smooth, S ⊂ S is the Zariski open subset over which f has smooth fibres and X = f −1 (S). Assuming that the family (1.2) is well-understood, the first question is what can we say about the X s when s ∈ S\S? Question 1.3. What are the "relations" between two such degenerations?
The second question is roughly asking for a stratification of S\S with the property that the family is equi-singular along the strata, and "closure relations" between the Date: July 5, 2016.
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Robles is partially supported by NSF grants DMS 02468621 and 1361120. Very roughly Schmid's Nilpotent Orbit Theorem 3.2, suitably interpreted through results of Cattani, Kaplan and Schmid (Theorem 3.4), says that Φ(t) degenerates to a limit mixed Hodge structure, call it LMHS(s 0 ). 1 (More generally, detailed analysis of degenerations of polarized Hodge structures can be used to better understand degeneration of smooth projective varieties, and moduli spaces and their compactifications, see the surveys [8, 21] and the references therein.)
On the other hand, each (not necessarily closed or smooth) algebraic variety carries a mixed Hodge structure by Deligne [9] . If DMHS(s 0 ) denotes Deligne's mixed
Hodge structure on X s 0 , then it is natural to ask how are the two mixed Hodge structures LMHS(s 0 ) and DMHS(s 0 ) related? In the case that dim S = 1 and the family f : X → S is semistable, the two mixed Hodge structures LMHS(s 0 ) and DMHS(s 0 ) are related by the the Clemens-Schmid exact sequence [7] .
A semisimple Lie group G ⊃ Γ acts homogeneously on D, and there is a natural action of G on the set of limit mixed Hodge structures. (In practice, G is a symplectic Sp(2g, R) or orthogonal O(a, b) group.) This first goal of this survey is to describe a 1 The results of Cattani, Kaplan and Schmid hold in the more general setting of abstract variations of Hodge structure ( §2.4). Steenbrink [25] described the limit mixed Hodge structure in the geometric setting, with dim S = 1 and X s0 a normal crossing divisor, in terms of the cohomology of certain intersections of components of X s0 .
classification of the G-conjugacy classes of limit mixed Hodge structures ( §4.1). This answers the Hodge theoretic analog of Question 1.1.
For the Hodge theoretic interpretation of the second question, we consider the case that dim S = 2 and s 0 admits a neighborhood U ⊂ S biholomorphic to a product of unit discs ∆ × ∆ that identifies s 0 with (0, 0) and so that U ∩ S = ∆ * × ∆ * is a product of punctured discs. An illustrative example to keep in mind
here is the case that ∆ * × ∆ * parameterizes smooth curves of genus 2, with one cycle degenerating to a node as t 1 → 0, and another cycle degenerating to a node as t 2 → 0, c.f. Figure 1 .1. The idea is that each of the three 1-parameter degenerations (t 1 , t 2 ) → (t 1 , 0), (t 1 , t 2 ) → (0, t 2 ) and (t, t) → (0, 0) will give limit mixed Hodge structures LMHS(t 1 , 0), LMHS(0, t 2 ) and LMHS(0, 0), respectively. We regard LMHS(0, 0) as more degenerate/singular than LMHS(t 1 , 0) and LMHS(0, t 2 ) and declare "polarized relations" LMHS(t 1 , 0), LMHS(0, t 2 ) ≺ LMHS(0, 0). The second goal of this survey is to classify the polarized relations between (representatives of) G-conjugacy classes of limit mixed Hodge structures ( §4.2). This answers the Hodge theoretic analog of Question 1.3.
Both classifications we shall discuss are given by discrete combinatorial data in the form of "Hodge diamonds," weighted configurations of integer points in the pq-plane.
More generally, we can ask these questions in the setting of Mumford-Tate domains. The latter are generalizations of period domains: they are the classifying spaces of Hodge structures with (possibly) non-generic Hodge tensors [12] . As such they are realized as subdomains of period domains. Unfortunately, once we move to the more general setting of Mumford-Tate domains, the combinatorially simple Hodge diamonds do not suffice to classify the PMHS and the polarized relations amongst them. The general classifications are given by representation theoretic data (in the form of Weyl groups, Levi subgroups, and embeddings of SL(2) into the MumfordTate group) that is associated with the domain; see [23] and [19] for details. The goal of this article is to give an expository survey of that work in the relative simple setting of period domains. Related expository articles include [13] which studies a coarser notation of polarized relation that is defined in terms of the G-orbit structure of the topological boundary of D in the compact dual, and [2] which studies the representation theoretic structure of the nilpotent cones underlying a nilpotent orbit.
(As will be discussed in §3, nilpotent orbits asymptotically approximate period maps
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Hodge structures and their generalizations
We fix, once and for all, a rational vector space V , an integer n and a nonde-
A brief review of Hodge theory follows; for more see [3, 4, 22] and the references therein.
2.1. Hodge structures. A (pure) Hodge structure of weight 0 ≤ n ∈ Z on the rational vector space V is given by either of the following two equivalent objects: 2 A Hodge decomposition
A (finite, decreasing) Hodge filtration
The equivalence of the two definitions is given by
Example 2.3. The Hodge Theorem asserts that the n-th cohomology group V = H n (X, Q) of a compact Kähler manifold admits a Hodge structure of weight n, with
The Hodge numbers h = (h p,q ) and
A weight n Hodge structure on V is Q-polarized if the Hodge-Riemann bilinear relations hold:
The period domain D = D h,Q is the set of all Q-polarized Hodge structures on V with Hodge numbers h. It is a homogeneous space with respect to the action of the real automorphism group
and the isotropy group is compact. If n is odd, then G ≃ Sp(2g, R), where dim V = 2g;
Example 2.5. Let X ⊂ P m be a projective algebraic manifold of dimension d with hyperplane class ω ∈ H 2 (X, Z). Given n ≤ d, the primitive cohomology
inherits the weight n Hodge decomposition
The Hodge-Riemann bilinear relations assert that this Hodge structure is polarized by Q(α, β) := (−1)
With respect to the Hodge filtration (2.2), the first Hodge-Riemann bilinear
Equivalently, the Hodge filtration defines a point in the rational homogeneous variety 
Definition and examples.
A mixed Hodge structure (MHS) on V is given an increasing filtration W = (W ℓ ) of V , and a decreasing filtration F = (F p ) of V C with the property that F induces a weight ℓ Hodge structure on the graded quotients
Example 2.7. If X is a Kähler manifold of dimension d and
Hodge structure on V .
Example 2.9. Deligne [9] has shown that the cohomology H n (X, Q) of an algebraic variety X admits a (functorial) mixed Hodge structure. Here X need not be smooth or closed. However, when X is smooth and closed, Deligne's MHS is the (usual)
Hodge structure of Example 2.3. For an expository introduction to mixed Hodge structures on algebraic varieties see [10] ; for a thorough treatment see [22] .
2.2.2.
Deligne splitting. Given a mixed Hodge structure (W, F ) on V there exists a unique splitting
with the properties that
The splitting is given by
Note that (2.10b) implies that the
Example 2.12. The Deligne splittings of the MHS in Examples 2.7 and 2.8 are given
is a nilpotent subalgebra of End(V C ) and is defined over R. Deligne showed that given a MHS (W, F ) there exists a unique δ ∈ Λ −1,−1 R so that (W,F ), withF = e iδ F , is an R-split PMHS. An important property of this newF is that it determines the same Hodge structure on W gr ℓ as the original F . In particular, if V C = ⊕Ĩ p,q is the Deligne splitting for (W,F ), then
for all p, q.
2.3.
Polarized mixed Hodge structures.
Moreover, if N lies in the Lie algebra
Exercise 2.15. Suppose that N k = 0 and N k+1 = 0. Show that W (N) is given inductively by
and for all 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ k − 2, 
Remark 2.16. It is sometimes useful to describe the Jacobson-Morosov filtration in terms of the action of a three-dimensional subalgebra s ⊂ End(V ) that is isomorphic to sl(2) and contains N. Specifically, the Jacobson-Morosov Theorem asserts that
When N ∈ g, we can choose Y, N + ∈ g. The relations (2.17) imply that {N, Y, N + } span a subalgebra of End(V ) that is isomorphic to sl(2). Moreover, the element Y acts on V by integer eigenvalues. If
The Jacobi identity and (2.17) imply N(V ℓ ) ⊂ N ℓ−2 ; from this we see that (2.14a)
It is a classical result from the representation theory of sl(2) that N ℓ : V ℓ → V −ℓ is an isomorphism for all ℓ ≥ 0; from this we see that (2.14b) holds.
Definition and examples.
A Q-polarized mixed Hodge structure (PMHS) on V is given by a mixed Hodge structure (W, F ) and a set N ⊂ g R of nilpotent elements with the properties:
(ii) The filtration F is Q-isotropic, and N(F p ) ⊂ F p−1 for all N ∈ N and p.
(iii) The filtration F induces a weight n + ℓ Hodge structure on the primitive space
for all ℓ ≥ 0.
We sometimes say that the mixed Hodge structure (W, F ) is polarized by N . From (i) we see that the filtration W is determined by N , and we will often write (F, N )
for the PMHS (W, F, N ).
Example 2.18. Let X ⊂ P m be a projective algebraic manifold of dimension n with hyperplane class ω ∈ H 2 (X, Z). Let V = H(X, Q) and define Q(α, β) = (−1) where Γ = ρ(π 1 (S)) ⊂ Aut(V, Q). Geometrically, VHS arise when considering a family X → S of polarized algebraic manifolds: one obtains a VHS V → S with fibres V s isomorphic to the primitive cohomology P n (X s , Q), and F s the Hodge filtration, see [15, 16] .
Nilpotent orbits
The significance of nilpotent orbits comes from Schmid's Nilpotent Orbit Theorem ( §3.2) which asserts that that every (lifting of a) period map ( §2.4) is well approximated by a nilpotent orbit. In particular, the asymptotic behavior of a period mapping is encoded by nilpotent orbits. Moreover, results of Cattani, Kaplan and Schmid imply that a nilpotent orbit is equivalent to a PMHS (Theorem 3.4); this is the sense in which a PMHS arises from a degeneration of Hodge structure.
Definition.
A nilpotent orbit is a map θ : C r →Ď of the form
with F ∈Ď and {N 1 , . . . , N r } ⊂ g R a set of commuting nilpotent elements, and having the properties that:
(ii) θ(z) ∈ D when Im(z j ) ≫ 0 for all j.
Schmid's Nilpotent Orbit Theorem. Fix a VHS (V, Q, F ) over S as in §2.4,
and let Φ : S → Γ\D denote the associated period map. In practice one is interested in the case that S is a Zariski open subset of a compact analytic space S, and wants to describe the singularities of Φ on the boundary S\S. Applying Hironaka's resolution of singularities [17] , we may assume that S is smooth. If S\S has codimension greater than two, then Φ extends holomorphically to S [14] . In the case that the boundary has codimension one, we may again apply Hironaka's resolution of singularities to assume that S\S is locally a normal crossing divisor. That is, every point s ∈ S admits a neighborhood of the form ∆ m and with the property that ∆ m ∩ S = (∆ * ) r × ∆ m−r ;
here ∆ := {t ∈ C : |t| < 1} is the unit disc, and
is the punctured unit disc.
The nilpotent orbit theorem is a local statement, describing the behavior of the period map Φ(t) as t → t o ∈ S\S, so we now restrict Φ to (∆ * ) r × ∆ m−r . For simplicity of exposition we will take m = r and consider the period map
for the general statement of the Nilpotent
Orbit Theorem see [24] . The fundamental group π 1 ((∆ * ) r ) is generated by elements 3 Quasi-unipotency implies there exist 0 ≤ m j ∈ Z and nilpotent
denote the upper-half plane, so that H → ∆ * , sending z → t = e 2πiz , is the universal
by the translation replacing the j-th coordinate z j with z j + 1. Fixing a liftΦ : H r → D of the period map (3.1), we have γ j ·Φ(z) =Φ(z + ε j ). In particular, the map
descends to a well-defined map Ψ : (∆ * ) r →Ď. 
so long as Im z j > α.
The bound (3.3)
4 is the precise sense in which the nilpotent orbit θ strongly approximates the lifted period mapΦ as Im z j → ∞. The constants α, β, C depend only on d, the m j , the Hodge numbers h = (h p,q ) and the weight n.
3.3.
Relationship to PMHS. Fix F ∈Ď and pairwise commuting nilpotent N 1 , . . . , N r ∈ g R . Let σ := j x j N j x j > 0 ⊂ g R be the nilpotent cone spanned by the {N j }. Remark 3.5. The common asymptotic limit
with Re z bounded and z ∈ C, of the two nilpotent orbits is independent of our choice of N ∈ σ, [6] ; as a filtration of V C , the point Φ ∞ (σ, F ) ∈Ď is given by the Deligne splitting (2.10) as
Proof. Given a one-variable nilpotent orbit exp(zN)F , Schmid [24] proved that (F, N) is a PMHS. Given a several-variable nilpotent orbit, the independence of the JacobsonMorosov filtration W (N) of the choice of N in the underlying nilpotent cone was proven by Cattani and Kaplan [5] . From these two results it follows that a severalvariable nilpotent orbit determines a PMHS. The converse was proved by Cattani, Kaplan and Schmid [6] . The asymptotic first-order agreement of θ andθ is also established in [6] .
Classifications

Classification of R-split PMHS. Notice that G acts on the set of PMHS:
given g ∈ G and a PMHS (W, F, N ) we have
Moreover, (W, F, N ) is R-split if and only if g · (W, F, N ) is. In this section will classify the R-split PMHS. The classification is given by Hodge diamonds, which depend only on the MHS (W, F ), and it is a consequence of (2.13) that (W, F ) and (W,F ) have the same Hodge diamond. 
Given a MHS (W,
The Hodge diamond is symmetric about the diagonal p = q:
The Hodge diamond is symmetric about p + q = n:
The values ✸(p, q) are non-increasing as one moves away from p + q = n along a(n off ) diagonal:
Note that the four conditions (4.2) imply that the Hodge diamond of a PMHS "lies
Proof. The property (4.2a) follows from F ∈Ď and the first equation of (2.10b);
property (4.2b) is due to (2.11); and properties (4.2c) and (4.2d) to (2.14b). 
The proof is essentially a consequence of the classification of nilpotent N ∈ g R by "signed Young diagrams," and the fact that the latter are determined by the Hodge diamonds; see [19] for details. Notation. The following notation will be used to characterize the flags F • ∈Ď realizing a given Hodge diamond in the examples below. Observe that
defines a nondegenerate Hermitian form on V C . Given a subspace E ⊂ V C , let
Notice that Q * induces a nondegenerate Hermitian form Q * 0 on E/E 0 . We will write Q * 0 > 0 when this form is positive definite. 
⊥ ; that is, the flag F • is completely determined by the first subspace F 2 , so thatĎ ≃ Gr Q (b, C a+2b ). The flags realizing the Hodge diamond ✸ r,s form a G-orbit is a approximated by a two-variable nilpotent orbit
We may assume, without loss of generality, that the associated PMHS (F, σ), with N 1 ) ). In particular, if we define a partial order on the set O(D) of G-orbits Since (F, N) is R-split we see that the P (N) n+ℓ is defined over R. Moreover, from the second equation of (2.10b) and Remark 2.16 it may be deduced that (4.14)
In particular, the decomposition (4.13) determines the Deligne bigrading V C = ⊕ I p,q of (F, W (N)). Moreover, (4.13a) is a weight n + ℓ Hodge decomposition of P (N) ℓ,R polarized by
The N-primitive Hodge-Deligne numbers are the
The weight n + ℓ primitive part of ✸(F, N) is the function
Likewise, the primitive part of ✸(F, N) is the sum
of the weight k primitive Hodge sub-diamonds. Note that ✸ prim n+ℓ (F, N) not a Hodge diamond: (4.2c) and (4.2d) will fail whenever N = 0. We will call any such ✸ prim (F, N) a primitive sub-diamond for the period domain D. From (4.14) we see that
and visa versa).
To be more precise, given f :
From Theorem 4.4 we then obtain Proof. The theorem is a consequence of the Cattani-Kaplan-Schmid Several Variable SL(2)-Orbit Theorem [6] . See [19] for details. 
